Q-BOT General Information

STARTUP:
Always turn red/yellow knob first, then hold green button in for 2-3 seconds until click is heard. This will power the robot and start up the computer.

OPENING PROGRAMS:
Before opening any program, make sure there is nothing in the robot that may get in the way of the arm. It is best to remove the head if there is one installed on the arm, and to remove the hotels. Double-click the icon that corresponds to the program you want to open. The machine will home the drives (the doors must be closed) and then open the program.

OPERATING PROGRAMS:
Refer to specific section of interest.

SHUTTING DOWN:
Remove head from the robot (store in metal holder). Remove all plates and hotels. Remove and clean wash station(s). Turn off humidifier, light, and air filter if on. Close program in use. Select “Shut down” from Start Menu on computer. Press and hold red button (not emergency stop) for 2-3 seconds until a click is heard. Turn red/yellow knob.